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i developed a simple method to detect cracks in heist: a survey of the available malware defragmentation tools. in the 10 years since i presented this
paper at mobile p&p 2012, heists have become a more open, widely used, and frequently attacked form of malware. this video is sponsored by blinkist.

click here to learn more. i'm going to talk about a heist, which is a term for a malware that mimics a popular piece of software, and attack how a
malware heist works, what defensive measures there are, and i'm going to introduce you to an all new tool called heist that we are developing at broad

institute. click here to get 14 days free and to start being a little bit productive. analysis of the multi-layer cracking competition data for cracking a game
first on january 7th,2018 and last on january 7th,2019. i explained in the video why i did this, using the count of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place teams to

calculate the exponential success rate. i did a similar project for the beginning of 2018, and comparing my results last year with what i found this year, i
was shocked by the exponential success rate of 1st place teams cracking on january 7th, 2018, and then 6 months later on january 7th, 2019, the

exponential success rate decreased to around 25%. i am finally going to try to understand this change. again, this video is sponsored by blinkist. click
here to learn more. there is a lot of enthusiasm for how education should change, but few details as to how this should really be done. for example, what
should we teach? what should we watch? where should we go? what new concepts should we use? to what age? and, once we have decided, how do we

get this to the students?
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